
Courtesy Lights
Courtesy lighting refers to marine LED lighting that is 
designed to help create a safer environment. That is to 
say that courtesy lighting is built to illuminate dark 
areas in stairways, doorways, areas with low 
hanging ceilings and more. In this way, the newly 
brightened areas become easier to navigate 
which, in turn, reduces the chances of slips, 
trips, falls, or other accidents that can occur in 
poorly lit areas. Courtesy lighting is known 
for its ease of installation and bright levels 
of illumination.

All Pacer Group LED lights are
built with the harsh marine 
environment in mind
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Multiple �nishes and bulb 
color options mean that you 
get the exact part you want

Designed with the marine
environment in mind ensures 
longevity and durability

Easy to install and maintain make these
the ideal choice for boaters of all kinds

Replacement covers and �xtures make
repair a simple task for even amateur boaters

PART NUMBER WIDTH OF
ASSEMBLY

DEPTH OF 
ASSEMBLY

AVAILABLE
BULB COLORS

AVAILABLE
FINISHES

BULB 
SOCKET VOLTAGE WATTAGE

SINGLE COLOR ASSEMBLIES

EL-CAPELLA-2.5W 2.500" 1.600" CW/CWBL/CWGN/WW/
WWRD/RD/GN

PS/BS/NS/WH

MULTI-COLOR ASSEMBLIES

EL-CAPELLA-G4-MULTI 2.500" 1.600" MULTI-COLOR PS/BS/NS/WH 10-30V DC 
10-24V AC 2.5W

EL-BIMINI-SV8        1.437"     1.875"           RD/GN/BL/WH             PC/PB/NS/WH          SV8          12V/24V             3W

2.5W10-30V DC 
10-24V AC

Courtesy lighting can be used in a variety of settings, especially settings where safety is a primary 
concern.  These lights are used in areas that are more prone to accidents due to the poor lighting 
conditions found there. The high level of illumination that these lights o�er makes any location 
a safer place. You will �nd these lights in professional and recreational boats alike.


